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Latest News 


mend’s unique daily media service brings you topical stories on British Muslims with qualified commentary all in one place. Our work has been commended by the likes of Russell Brand.




Find out more














 


Recent Publications and Resources 


Over the years, mend has created an unparalleled wealth of information on Islamophobia. Download our factsheets, briefing papers, easy read guides, media monitoring guide or why not hire our exhibition?




Find out more














 


Action Alerts 


Each year mend hosts Islamophobia Awareness Month (iAM) inviting along thousands of non-Muslims. Prior to each election we run a bespoke voter drive and hustings campaign called ‘get out and vote’ – you can learn more here.




Find out more














 


Volunteer 


Without volunteers, mend simply could not function. We equip our volunteers with a deep understanding of the facts behind Islamophobia in the UK, on presentation and public speaking skills and where appropriate media skills too. You can learn more about volunteering at www.mend.org.uk/volunteer.




Find out more














 


Find Your Local Working Group 


mend is a true grass-roots organisation. There are dozens of local mend teams across the UK fulfilling the organisation’s national vision at a local level. Local group representatives also sit on mend’s national council.




Find out more














 


Donate 


Islamophobia has risen to unbearable levels for many British Muslims. Discrimination at work and abuse in the street in all too common. Support mend’s groundbreaking work in tackling Islamophobia by donating today.




Find out more






















Follow us on social media



















Sign up for our email newsletter
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Newsletter







Find out more about MEND, sign up to our email newsletter

Get all the latest news from MEND straight to your inbox. Sign up to our email newsletter for regular updates and events information
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